Chemistry Lecture *3l-. Periodic. Chart Octet Rule, Valence
Electrons, & Oxidation Number
Atoms react with other atoms by losing, gaining, or sharing
electrons. When an atom is less reactive, we say that it is stable.
Certain electron configurations give atoms more stability.
Atoms are the most stable when they have 8 valence electrons.
This is known as the oc-tet rule. An atom with 8 valence
electrons is said to have an octet.
in order £or an atom to have an octet, the s and p orbitals in the
highest energy level must be filled.
Below is the elec-tron configuration o£ neon. Notic-e that there
are & electrons in the 2^ energy level.
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Here is the electron configuration o£ argon. Notic.e that there
are 8 electrons in the 3rd energy level.
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Both neon and argon each have 8 electrons in their outer energy
level. They do not want to lose or gain electrons because it would
ruin this per-Pect arrangement o-P 0. Thus, neon and argon will not
chemically react with other elements. You cannot make neon and
argon combine with sodium, chlorine, or any other element. Neon
and argon are chemically inert.
Neon and argon are in group 0A. All group 0A elements have 0
valence electrons, so they are all chemically inert. This is why
elements in group 0A are called the noble gases.
An octet is the highest -Porm o-P stability, but there are other
configurations that are also somewhat stable.
An atom will be more, stable i-P it has a -Pull sublevel. To illustrate,
look at the configuration -Por Be below.
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Notice that the 2-s sublevel is completely -Pilled. Since the s
sublevel is -Pilled it is less likely to steal electrons -Prom other
atoms, thus making it less reactive. Be is a group 2-A element. All
firroup 2-A elements are less likely to accept additional electrons.
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An atom will also be more stable iP it has hal-P-Pilled sublevels.
Nitrogen, Por example, has a halP-Pilled p sublevel.
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iP an atom has a halP-Pilled sublevel, it is less likely to lose
electrons, making it less reactive and therePore more stable. All
group 5"A elements, like nitrogen, have halP-Pilled p sublevels.
Atoms will sometimes transPer an electron Prom one orbital to
another in order to increase the number o-P -Pull or halP-Pull
orbitals.
Carbon, Por example, will transPer an electron -Prom the 2-s
orbital to the 2-p orbital.
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Carbon has gone Prom having a Pull 2-s orbital, to having two halPPilled orbitals (2-s and 2-p). This is more stable than a single Pull
sublevel.
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Chromium will also move an electron -Prom the 4-s sublevel to the
3d sublevel to change -Prom one -Pull sublevel (4-9) to two halP-Pilled
sublevels (4-s and 3d).
Or (end configuration)
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Copper will move an electron Prom 4-s to 3d. This changes the
end configuration -Prom a -Pull level (4-s) to a hal-P-filled level (4-s)
and a -Pull level (3d). A -Pull level and a hal-P-filled level are more
stable than just a -Pull level.
Cu (end configuration)
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Instead o-P shi-Pting electrons, atoms will sometimes steal or lose
electrons to get an octet, which is the highest -Porm o-P stability.
For example, group lA elements have one valence electron. E>ut iP
an element loses its one valance electron, it will then have 0 outer
electrons.
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Look at the configuration o-P sodium below. It has I electron in
the 3s energy level. But when it gets rid o-P the electron, it now
has 8 electrons in the 2-^ ener gy level.
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When Na loses an electron, it gains a positive charge. Sodium
started with II positive protons and II negative electrons, and
+ll + C-ll) = O. But i-P it loses an electron, it now has IO negative
electrons, and +11 + (-IO) = +1. So sodium now has a +l charge.
This plus one charge is the oxidation number o-P the atom. The
oxidation number o-P an atom is the charge it will have a-Pter losing
or gaining an electron.
<5rroup lA elements tend to lose electrons to get an octet, and
have a +l oxidation number.
groups 2-A and 3A also tend to lose electrons to obtain an octet,
^rroup 2-A elements will lose 2- electrons and have a +2- charge.
Crroup 3A will lose 3 electrons and have a +3 charge.
We'll skip group 4-A since these elements neither lose nor steal
electrons. They tend to share electrons.
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Grroups 5"A, GA, and TA -fend to steal electrons to obtain an octet.
For example, sul-Pur has G valence electrons, but will steal two to
get 8 electrons.
G valence electrons
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1+ is easier £or sul-Pur \o s+eal fwo electrons fo ge+ an oofe+,
rather +han lose G electrons.
When sul-Pur steals two electrons, it will have an oxidation number
oP -2-. Originally, sul-Pur has IG negative elec-trons, but a-Pter
stealing two, it will have 18 negative elec-trons. IG positive protons
plus 18 negative elec-trons gives -HG -t- (-18) = -2-.
APter stealing electrons to obtain an oc-tet, group 5"A will have an
oxidation number o-P -3. Grroup GA will have an oxidation number o-P
-Z. And group TA will have an oxidation number o-P -I.
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Crroup 0A elements already have an oc.tet. They will neither
or lose elec-trons, so the oxidation number o-P elements in
8A is zero.
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